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this book argues that abbatial authority was fundamental to monastic historical writing in the period c

500 1500 writing history was a collaborative enterprise integral to the life and identity of medieval

monastic communities but it was not an activity for which time and resources were set aside routinely

each act of historiographical production constituted an extraordinary event one for which singular

provision had to be made workers and materials assigned time carved out from the monastic routine

and licence granted this allocation of human and material resources was the responsibility and

prerogative of the monastic superior drawing on a wide and diverse range of primary evidence

gathered from across the medieval latin west this book is the first to investigate systematically how and

why abbots and abbesses exercised their official authority and resources to lay the foundations on

which their communities historiographical traditions were built by themselves and others it showcases

them as prolific authors patrons commissioners project managers and facilitators of historical narratives

who not only regularly put pen to parchment personally but also and perhaps more importantly enabled

others inside and outside their communities by granting them the resources and licence to write

revealing the intrinsic relationship between abbatial authority and the writing of history in the middle

ages with unprecedented clarity benjamin pohl urges us to revisit and revise our understanding of

monastic historiography its processes and its protagonists in ways that require some radical rethinking

of the medieval historian s craft in communal and institutional contexts in this original and thought

provoking research handbook an international and interdisciplinary group of scholars artists lawyers

judges and writers offer a range of perspectives on rethinking law by means of literary concepts

presenting a comprehensive introduction to jurisliterary themes it destabilises the traditional hierarchy

that places law before literature and exposes the literary nature of the legal contributing to the current

lively discussion of collaboration in french letters this collection raises fundamental questions about the

limits and definition of authorship in the context of the nineteenth century s explosion of collaborative

ventures while the model of the stable single author that prevailed during the romantic period

dominates the beginning of the century the authority of the speaking subject is increasingly in crisis

through the century s political and social upheavals chapters consider the breakdown of authorial

presence across different constructions of authorship including the numerous cenacles of the romantic
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period collaborative ventures in poetry through the practice of the tombeaux and as seen in the album

zutique the interplay of text and image through illustrations for literary works the collective ventures of

literary journals and multi author prose works by authors such as the goncourt brothers and erckmann

chatrian interdisciplinary in scope these essays form a cohesive investigation of collaboration that

extends beyond literature to include journalism and the relationships and tensions between literature

and the arts the volume will interest scholars of nineteenth century french literature and more generally

any scholar interested in what s at stake in redefining the role of the french author this book with

invaluable contributions of professor franz wotawa in chapters 5 and 7 presents the potential use and

implementation of intelligent techniques in decision making processes involved in organizations and

companies it provides a thorough analysis of decisions reviewing the classical decision theory and

describing usual methods for modeling the decision process it describes the chronological evolution of

decision support systems dss from early management information systems until the appearance of

intelligent decision support systems idss it explains the most commonly used intelligent techniques

both data driven and model driven and illustrates the use of knowledge models in decision support

through case studies the author pays special attention to the whole data science process which

provides intelligent data driven models in idss the book describes main uncertainty models used in

artificial intelligence to model inexactness covers recommender systems and reviews available

development tools for inducing data driven models for using model driven methods and for aiding the

development of intelligent decision support systems the third edition of this authoritative and

comprehensive handbook is the definitive work on the current state of the art of biometric presentation

attack detection pad also known as biometric anti spoofing building on the success of the previous

editions this thoroughly updated third edition has been considerably revised to provide even greater

coverage of pad methods spanning biometrics systems based on face fingerprint iris voice vein and

signature recognition new material is also included on major pad competitions important databases for

research and on the impact of recent international legislation valuable insights are supplied by a

selection of leading experts in the field complete with results from reproducible research supported by

source code and further information available at an associated website topics and features reviews the

latest developments in pad for fingerprint biometrics covering recent technologies like vision

transformers and review of competition series examines methods for pad in iris recognition systems

the use of pupil size measurement or multiple spectra for this purpose discusses advancements in pad

methods for face recognition based biometrics such as recent progress on detection of 3d facial masks
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and the use of multiple spectra with deep neural networks presents an analysis of pad for automatic

speaker recognition asv including a study of the generalization to unseen attacks describes the results

yielded by key competitions on fingerprint liveness detection iris liveness detection and face anti

spoofing provides analyses of pad in finger vein recognition in signature biometrics and in mobile

biometrics includes coverage of international standards in pad and legal aspects of image

manipulations like morphing this text reference is essential reading for anyone involved in biometric

identity verification be they students researchers practitioners engineers or technology consultants

those new to the field will also benefit from a number of introductory chapters outlining the basics for

the most important biometrics this text reference is essential reading for anyone involved in biometric

identity verification be they students researchers practitioners engineers or technology consultants

those new to the field will also benefit from a number of introductory chapters outlining the basics for

the most important biometrics this comprehensive but low cost textbook is intended for use in an

undergraduate level regression course as well as for use by practitioners the authors have included

some statistical details throughout the book but focus on interpreting results for real applications of

regression analysis chapters are devoted to data collection and cleaning data visualization model fitting

and inference model prediction and inference model diagnostics remedial measures model selection

techniques model validation and a case study demonstrating the techniques outlined throughout the

book the examples throughout each chapter are illustrated using the software packages r and jmp at

the end of each chapter there is a tutorial section demonstrating the use of both r and jmp the r tutorial

contains source code and the jmp tutorial contains a step by step guide each chapter also includes

exercises for further study and learning astronomy and astrophysics abstracts appearing twice a year

has become oneof the fundamental publications in the fields of astronomy astrophysics

andneighbouring sciences it is the most important english language abstracting journal in the

mentioned branches the abstrats are classified under more than a hundred subject categories thus

permitting a quick survey of the whole extended material the aaa is a valuable and important

publication for all students and scientists working in the fields of astronomy and related sciences as

such it represents a necessary ingredient of any astronomical library all over the world the six volume

set of lncs 12622 12627 constitutes the proceedings of the 15th asian conference on computer vision

accv 2020 held in kyoto japan in november december 2020 the total of 254 contributions was carefully

reviewed and selected from 768 submissions during two rounds of reviewing and improvement the

papers focus on the following topics part i 3d computer vision segmentation and grouping part ii low
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level vision image processing motion and tracking part iii recognition and detection optimization

statistical methods and learning robot vision part iv deep learning for computer vision generative

models for computer vision part v face pose action and gesture video analysis and event recognition

biomedical image analysis part vi applications of computer vision vision for x datasets and

performance analysis the conference was held virtually astronomy and astrophysics abstracts which

has appeared in semi annual volumes since 1969 is de voted to the recording summarizing and

indexing of astronomical publications throughout the world it is prepared under the auspices of the

international astronomical union according to a resolution adopted at the 14th general assembly in

1970 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts aims to present a comprehensive documentation of

iiterature in all fields of astronomy and astrophysics every effort will be made to ensure that the

average time interval between the date of receipt of the original iiterature and publication of the

abstracts will not exceed eight months this time interval is near to that achieved by monthly abstracting

journals com pared to which our system of accumulating abstracts for about six months offers the

advantage of greater convenience for the user valurne 7 contains iiterature published in 1972 and

received before august 15 1972 some older iiter ature which was received late and which is not

recorded in earlier volumes is also included astronomy and astrophysics abstracts which has appeared

in semi annual volumes since 1969 is devoted to the recording summarizing and indexing of

astronomical publications throughout the world it is prepared under the auspices of the international

astronomical union according to a resolution adopted at the 14th general assembly in 1970 astronomy

and astrophysics abstracts aims to present a comprehensive documenta tion of literature in all fields of

astronomy and astrophysics every effort will be made to ensure that the average time interval between

the date of receipt of the original literature and publication of the abstracts will not exceed eight

months this time interval is near to that achieved by monthly abstracting journals compared to which

our system of accumu lating abstracts for about six months offers the advantage of greater

convenience for the user volume 32 contains literature published in 1982 and received before february

11 1983 some older literature which was received late and which is not recorded in earlier volumes is

also included we acknowledge with thanks contributions to this volume by dr j bou a prague who

surveyed journals and publications in czech and supplied us with abstracts in english the book is a

collection of high quality research papers presented at intelligent communication technologies and

virtual mobile networks icicv 2023 held at francis xavier engineering college tirunelveli tamil nadu india

during february 16 17 2023 the book shares knowledge and results in theory methodology and
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applications of communication technology and mobile networks the book covers innovative and cutting

edge work of researchers developers and practitioners from academia and industry working in the area

of computer networks network protocols and wireless networks data communication technologies and

network security this book highlights the recent research on soft computing pattern recognition nature

inspired computing and their various practical applications it presents 69 selected papers from the 14th

international conference on soft computing and pattern recognition socpar 2022 and 19 papers from

the 14th world congress on nature and biologically inspired computing nabic 2022 which was held

online from december 14 to 16 2022 a premier conference in the field of soft computing artificial

intelligence and machine learning applications socpar nabic 2022 brought together researchers

engineers and practitioners whose work involves intelligent systems network security and their

applications in industry including contributions by authors from over 25 countries the book offers a

valuable reference guide for all researchers students and practitioners in the fields of computer science

and engineering this book compiles and presents a synopsis on current global research efforts to push

forward the state of the art in dialogue technologies including advances to the classical problems of

dialogue management language generation question answering human robot interaction chatbots

design and evaluation as well as topics related to the human nature of the conversational phenomena

such as humour social context specific applications for e health understanding and awareness this

book examines recent developments in operations management and focuses on four major application

areas dynamic pricing assortment optimization supply chain and inventory management and healthcare

operations data driven optimization in which real time input of data is being used to simultaneously

learn the true underlying model of a system and optimize its performance is becoming increasingly

important in the last few years especially with the rise of big data the phenomenon of celebrity burst

upon the world scene about a century ago as movies and modern media brought exceptional larger

than life personalities before the masses during the same era modernist authors were creating works

that defined high culture in our society and set aesthetics apart from the middle and low brow culture

in which celebrity supposedly resides to challenge this ingrained dichotomy between modernism and

celebrity jonathan goldman offers a provocative new reading of early twentieth century culture and the

formal experiments that constitute modernist literature s unmistakable legacy he argues that the literary

innovations of the modernists are indeed best understood as a participant in the popular phenomenon

of celebrity presenting a persuasive argument as well as a chronicle of modernism s and celebrity s

shared history modernism is the literature of celebrity begins by unraveling the uncanny syncretism
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between oscar wilde s writings and his public life goldman explains that wilde in shaping his instantly

identifiable public image provided a model for both literary and celebrity cultures in the decades that

followed in subsequent chapters goldman traces this lineage through two luminaries of the modernist

canon james joyce and gertrude stein before turning to the cinema of mega star charlie chaplin he

investigates how celebrity and modernism intertwine in the work of two less obvious modernist

subjects jean rhys and john dos passos turning previous criticism on its head goldman demonstrates

that the authorial self fashioning particular to modernism and generated by modernist technique helps

create celebrity as we now know it astronomy and astrophysics abstracts is devoted to the recording

summarizing and indexing of astronomical publications throughout the world two volumes are

scheduled to appear per year volume 67 records 10 903 papers covering besides the classical fields of

astronomy and astrophysics such matters as space flights related to astronomy lunar and planetary

probes and satellites meteorites and interplanetary matter x rays and cosmic rays quasars and pulsars

the abstracts are classified under more than one hundred subject categories thus permitting quick

surveying of the bulk of material published on the same topic within six months for instance this

volume records 119 papers on minor planets 155 papers on supernovae and 554 papers on

cosmology this thoroughly revised and expanded new edition now includes a more detailed treatment

of the em algorithm a description of an efficient approximate viterbi training procedure a theoretical

derivation of the perplexity measure and coverage of multi pass decoding based on n best search

supporting the discussion of the theoretical foundations of markov modeling special emphasis is also

placed on practical algorithmic solutions features introduces the formal framework for markov models

covers the robust handling of probability quantities presents methods for the configuration of hidden

markov models for specific application areas describes important methods for efficient processing of

markov models and the adaptation of the models to different tasks examines algorithms for searching

within the complex solution spaces that result from the joint application of markov chain and hidden

markov models reviews key applications of markov models astronomy and astrophysics abstracts aims

to present a comprehensive documen tation of the literature concerning all aspects of astronomy

astrophysics and their border fields it is devoted to the recording summarizing and indexing of the

relevant publications throughout the world astronomy and astrophysics abstracts is prepared by a

special department of the astronomisches rechen institut under the auspices of the international

astronomical union volume 43 records literature published in 1987 and received before august 15 1987

some older documents which we received late and which are not surveyed in earlier volumes are
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included too we acknowledge with thanks contributions of our colleagues all over the world we also

express our gratitude to all organiza tions observatories and publishers which provide us with

complimentary copies of their publications starting with volume 33 all the recording correction and data

processing work was done by means of computers the recording was done by our technical staff

members ms helga ballmann ms beate gobel ms monika kohl ms sylvia matyssek ms doris schmitz

braunstein ms utta barbara stegemann mr jochen heidt and mr kristopher polzine supported our task

by careful proof reading it is a pleasure to thank them all for their encouragement heidelberg october

1987 the editors contents introduction 1 concordance relation phys aaa 3 abbreviations 5 periodicals

proceedings books activities 001 periodicals 10 002 bibliographical publications documentation

catalogues data bases 50 003 books astronomy and astrophysics abstracts which has appeared in

semi annual volumes since 1969 is de voted to the recording summarizing and indexing of

astronomical publications throughout the world it is prepared under the auspices of the international

astronomical union according to a resolution adopted at the 14th general assembly in 1970 astronomy

and astrophysics abstracts aims to present a comprehensive documentation of literature in all fields of

astronomy and astrophysics every effort will be made to ensure that the average time interval between

the date of receipt of the original literature and publication of the abstracts will not exceed eight

months this time interval is near to that achieved by monthly abstracting journals com pared to which

our system of accumulating abstracts for about six months offers the advantage of greater

convenience for the user volume 20 contains literature published in 1977 and received before february

20 1978 some older literature which was received late and which is not recorded in earlier volumes is

also included we acknowledge with thanks contributions to this volume by dr j bouska prague who

surveyed journals and publications in czech and supplied us with abstracts in english and by prof p

brosche bonn who supplied us with literature concerning some border fields of astronomy higher

education hails asian american students as model minorities who face no educational barriers given

their purported cultural values of hard work and political passivity described as over represented asian

americans have been overlooked in discussions about diversity however racial hostility continues to

affect asian american students and they have actively challenged their invisibility in minority student

discussions this study details the history of asian american student activism at the university of illinois

urbana champaign as students rejected the university s definition of minority student needs that relied

on a model minority myth measures of under representation and a black white racial model concepts

that made them an unseen unheard minority this activism led to the creation on campus of one of the
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largest asian american studies programs and asian american cultural centers in the midwest their

histories reveal the limitations of understanding minority student needs solely along measures of under

representation and the realities of race for asian american college students a new series of bespoke

full coverage resources developed for the 2015 gcse english qualifications written for the 2015 aqa

gcse english literature specification this student book provides in depth support for studying telling

tales the aqa anthology of modern short stories with a dedicated unit for each short story this resource

builds students skills and confidence in understanding and writing about these exciting short texts an

exam preparation section includes practice questions example answers and a chart comparing themes

and ideas see also our short story anthology print and digital pack which comprises the print student

book the enhanced digital edition and a free teacher s resource astronomy and astrophysics abstracts

aims to present a comprehensive documen tation of the literature concerning all aspects of astronomy

astrophysics and their border fields it is devoted to the recording summarizing and indexing of the

relevant publications throughout the world astronomy and astrophysics abstracts is prepared by a

special department of the astronomisches rechen institut under the auspices of the international

astronomical union volume 33 records literature published in 1983 and received before august 1 1983

some older documents which we received late and which are not surveyed in earlier volumes are

included too we acknowledge with thanks contributions of our colleagues all over the world we also

express our gratitude to all organizations observatories and publishers which provide us with

complimentary copies of their publications starting with volume 33 all the recording correction and data

processing work was done by means of computers the recording was done by our technical staff

members ms helga ballmann ms mona el choura ms monika kohl and ms sylvia matyssek mr martin

schlotelburg and mr ulrich uberall supported our task by careful proofreading it is a pleasure to thank

them all for their encouragement heidelberg september 1983 the editors contents introduction 1

concordance relation icsu ab aaa 3 abbreviations 10 periodicals proceedings books activities 001

periodicals 15 002 bibliographical publications documentation catalogues atlases 47 003 books 51 004

history of astronomy 58 005 biography 64 006 personal notes 65 007 obituaries astronomy and

astrophysics abstracts appearing twice a year has become oneof the fundamental publications in the

fields of astronomy astrophysics andneighbouring sciences it is the most important english language

abstracting journal in the mentioned branches the abstracts are classified under more than a hundred

subject categories thus permitting a quick survey of the whole extended material the aaa is a valuable

and important publication for all students and scientists working in the fields of astronomy and related
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sciences as such it represents a necessary ingredient of any astronomical library all over the world this

book is an exploration of the material conditions of the production of african literature drawing on the

archives of heinemann s african writers series it highlights the procedures relationships demands

ideologies and counterpressures engendered by the publication of three major authors chinua achebe

wole soyinka and ngugi wa thiongo as a study of the history and techniques of african literary texts this

book advances a theory of reciprocity of effects what it terms auto heteronomy to describe the

dynamic of formalist activism by which texts anticipate and shape the forces of literary production in

advance it serves as a departure from the death of the author thesis by reconsidering the role of the

author in african literature and culture industry as well as the influence of african publics on writers

aesthetic choices and on the overall processes of production this work is a major contribution to

african literary history literary criticism and book history from the reviews astronomy and astrophysics

abstracts has appeared in semi annual volumes since 1969 and it has already become one of the

fundamental publications in the fields of astronomy astrophysics and neighbouring sciences it is the

most important english language abstracting journal in the mentioned branches the abstracts are

classified under more than a hundred subject categories thus permitting a quick survey of the whole

extended material the aaa is a valuable and important publication for all students and scientists

working in the fields of astronomy and related sciences as such it represents a necessary ingredient of

any astronomical library all over the world space science reviews 1 dividing the whole field plus related

subjects into 108 categories each work is numbered and most are accompanied by brief abstracts

fairly comprehensive cross referencing links relevant papers to more than one category and exhaustive

author and subject indices are to be found at the back making the catalogues easy to use the series

appears to be so complete in its coverage and always less than a year out of date that i shall certainly

have to make a little more space on those shelves for future volumes the observatory magazine 2

rituals have always been a focus of ethnographies of melanesia providing a ground for important

theorizing in anthropology this is especially true of the male initiation rituals that until recently were

held in papua new guinea for the most part these rituals have been understood as all male institutions

intended to maintain and legitimate male domination women s exclusion from the forest space where

men conducted most such rites has been taken as a sign of their exclusion from the entire ritual

process women as unseen characters is the first book to examine the role of females in papua new

guinea male rituals and the first systematic treatment of this issue for any part of the world in this

volume leading melanesian scholars build on recent ethnographies that show how female kin had roles
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in male rituals that had previously gone unseen female seclusion and the enforcement of taboos were

crucial elements of the ritual process forms of presence in their own right contributors here provide

detailed accounts of the different kinds of female presence in various papua new guinea male rituals

when these are restored to the picture the rituals can no longer be interpreted merely as an institution

for reproducing male domination but must also be understood as a moment when the whole system of

relations binding a male person to his kin is reorganized by dealing with the participation of women a

totally neglected dimension of male rituals is added to our understanding in the early nineteenth

century london publishers dominated the transatlantic book trade no one felt this more keenly than

authors from ireland scotland and the united states who struggled to establish their own national

literary traditions while publishing in the english metropolis authors such as maria edgeworth sydney

owenson walter scott washington irving and james fenimore cooper devised a range of strategies to

transcend the national rivalries of the literary field by writing prefaces and footnotes addressed to a

foreign audience revising texts specifically for london markets and celebrating national particularity

provincial authors appealed to english readers with idealistic stories of cross cultural communion from

within the messy and uneven marketplace for books joseph rezek argues provincial authors sought to

exalt and purify literary exchange in so doing they helped shape the romantic era belief that literature

inhabits an autonomous sphere in society london and the making of provincial literature tells an

ambitious story about the mutual entanglement of the history of books and the history of aesthetics in

the first three decades of the nineteenth century situated between local literary scenes and a distant

cultural capital enterprising provincial authors and publishers worked to maximize success in london

and to burnish their reputations and build their industry at home examining the production of books

and the circulation of material texts between london and the provincial centers of dublin edinburgh and

philadelphia rezek claims that the publishing vortex of london inspired a dynamic array of economic

and aesthetic practices that shaped an era in literary history



About Unseen Literature Volume 1 2002 this book argues that abbatial authority was fundamental to

monastic historical writing in the period c 500 1500 writing history was a collaborative enterprise

integral to the life and identity of medieval monastic communities but it was not an activity for which

time and resources were set aside routinely each act of historiographical production constituted an

extraordinary event one for which singular provision had to be made workers and materials assigned

time carved out from the monastic routine and licence granted this allocation of human and material

resources was the responsibility and prerogative of the monastic superior drawing on a wide and

diverse range of primary evidence gathered from across the medieval latin west this book is the first to

investigate systematically how and why abbots and abbesses exercised their official authority and

resources to lay the foundations on which their communities historiographical traditions were built by

themselves and others it showcases them as prolific authors patrons commissioners project managers

and facilitators of historical narratives who not only regularly put pen to parchment personally but also

and perhaps more importantly enabled others inside and outside their communities by granting them

the resources and licence to write revealing the intrinsic relationship between abbatial authority and the

writing of history in the middle ages with unprecedented clarity benjamin pohl urges us to revisit and

revise our understanding of monastic historiography its processes and its protagonists in ways that

require some radical rethinking of the medieval historian s craft in communal and institutional contexts

Abbatial Authority and the Writing of History in the Middle Ages 2023-09-21 in this original and thought

provoking research handbook an international and interdisciplinary group of scholars artists lawyers

judges and writers offer a range of perspectives on rethinking law by means of literary concepts

presenting a comprehensive introduction to jurisliterary themes it destabilises the traditional hierarchy

that places law before literature and exposes the literary nature of the legal

Research Handbook on Law and Literature 2022-03-22 contributing to the current lively discussion of

collaboration in french letters this collection raises fundamental questions about the limits and definition

of authorship in the context of the nineteenth century s explosion of collaborative ventures while the

model of the stable single author that prevailed during the romantic period dominates the beginning of

the century the authority of the speaking subject is increasingly in crisis through the century s political

and social upheavals chapters consider the breakdown of authorial presence across different

constructions of authorship including the numerous cenacles of the romantic period collaborative

ventures in poetry through the practice of the tombeaux and as seen in the album zutique the interplay

of text and image through illustrations for literary works the collective ventures of literary journals and



multi author prose works by authors such as the goncourt brothers and erckmann chatrian

interdisciplinary in scope these essays form a cohesive investigation of collaboration that extends

beyond literature to include journalism and the relationships and tensions between literature and the

arts the volume will interest scholars of nineteenth century french literature and more generally any

scholar interested in what s at stake in redefining the role of the french author

Models of Collaboration in Nineteenth-Century French Literature 2013-04-28 this book with invaluable

contributions of professor franz wotawa in chapters 5 and 7 presents the potential use and

implementation of intelligent techniques in decision making processes involved in organizations and

companies it provides a thorough analysis of decisions reviewing the classical decision theory and

describing usual methods for modeling the decision process it describes the chronological evolution of

decision support systems dss from early management information systems until the appearance of

intelligent decision support systems idss it explains the most commonly used intelligent techniques

both data driven and model driven and illustrates the use of knowledge models in decision support

through case studies the author pays special attention to the whole data science process which

provides intelligent data driven models in idss the book describes main uncertainty models used in

artificial intelligence to model inexactness covers recommender systems and reviews available

development tools for inducing data driven models for using model driven methods and for aiding the

development of intelligent decision support systems

Intelligent Decision Support Systems 2022-03-28 the third edition of this authoritative and

comprehensive handbook is the definitive work on the current state of the art of biometric presentation

attack detection pad also known as biometric anti spoofing building on the success of the previous

editions this thoroughly updated third edition has been considerably revised to provide even greater

coverage of pad methods spanning biometrics systems based on face fingerprint iris voice vein and

signature recognition new material is also included on major pad competitions important databases for

research and on the impact of recent international legislation valuable insights are supplied by a

selection of leading experts in the field complete with results from reproducible research supported by

source code and further information available at an associated website topics and features reviews the

latest developments in pad for fingerprint biometrics covering recent technologies like vision

transformers and review of competition series examines methods for pad in iris recognition systems

the use of pupil size measurement or multiple spectra for this purpose discusses advancements in pad

methods for face recognition based biometrics such as recent progress on detection of 3d facial masks



and the use of multiple spectra with deep neural networks presents an analysis of pad for automatic

speaker recognition asv including a study of the generalization to unseen attacks describes the results

yielded by key competitions on fingerprint liveness detection iris liveness detection and face anti

spoofing provides analyses of pad in finger vein recognition in signature biometrics and in mobile

biometrics includes coverage of international standards in pad and legal aspects of image

manipulations like morphing this text reference is essential reading for anyone involved in biometric

identity verification be they students researchers practitioners engineers or technology consultants

those new to the field will also benefit from a number of introductory chapters outlining the basics for

the most important biometrics this text reference is essential reading for anyone involved in biometric

identity verification be they students researchers practitioners engineers or technology consultants

those new to the field will also benefit from a number of introductory chapters outlining the basics for

the most important biometrics

Literature 1975, Part 2 2013-03-14 this comprehensive but low cost textbook is intended for use in

an undergraduate level regression course as well as for use by practitioners the authors have included

some statistical details throughout the book but focus on interpreting results for real applications of

regression analysis chapters are devoted to data collection and cleaning data visualization model fitting

and inference model prediction and inference model diagnostics remedial measures model selection

techniques model validation and a case study demonstrating the techniques outlined throughout the

book the examples throughout each chapter are illustrated using the software packages r and jmp at

the end of each chapter there is a tutorial section demonstrating the use of both r and jmp the r tutorial

contains source code and the jmp tutorial contains a step by step guide each chapter also includes

exercises for further study and learning

Handbook of Biometric Anti-Spoofing 2023-02-23 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts appearing

twice a year has become oneof the fundamental publications in the fields of astronomy astrophysics

andneighbouring sciences it is the most important english language abstracting journal in the

mentioned branches the abstrats are classified under more than a hundred subject categories thus

permitting a quick survey of the whole extended material the aaa is a valuable and important

publication for all students and scientists working in the fields of astronomy and related sciences as

such it represents a necessary ingredient of any astronomical library all over the world

Linear Regression Analysis with JMP and R 2018-04-26 the six volume set of lncs 12622 12627

constitutes the proceedings of the 15th asian conference on computer vision accv 2020 held in kyoto



japan in november december 2020 the total of 254 contributions was carefully reviewed and selected

from 768 submissions during two rounds of reviewing and improvement the papers focus on the

following topics part i 3d computer vision segmentation and grouping part ii low level vision image

processing motion and tracking part iii recognition and detection optimization statistical methods and

learning robot vision part iv deep learning for computer vision generative models for computer vision

part v face pose action and gesture video analysis and event recognition biomedical image analysis

part vi applications of computer vision vision for x datasets and performance analysis the conference

was held virtually

Literature 1980, Part 2 2013-04-18 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts which has appeared in semi

annual volumes since 1969 is de voted to the recording summarizing and indexing of astronomical

publications throughout the world it is prepared under the auspices of the international astronomical

union according to a resolution adopted at the 14th general assembly in 1970 astronomy and

astrophysics abstracts aims to present a comprehensive documentation of iiterature in all fields of

astronomy and astrophysics every effort will be made to ensure that the average time interval between

the date of receipt of the original iiterature and publication of the abstracts will not exceed eight

months this time interval is near to that achieved by monthly abstracting journals com pared to which

our system of accumulating abstracts for about six months offers the advantage of greater

convenience for the user valurne 7 contains iiterature published in 1972 and received before august 15

1972 some older iiter ature which was received late and which is not recorded in earlier volumes is

also included

Publishers' Circular and Booksellers' Record of British and Foreign Literature 1891 astronomy and

astrophysics abstracts which has appeared in semi annual volumes since 1969 is devoted to the

recording summarizing and indexing of astronomical publications throughout the world it is prepared

under the auspices of the international astronomical union according to a resolution adopted at the

14th general assembly in 1970 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts aims to present a

comprehensive documenta tion of literature in all fields of astronomy and astrophysics every effort will

be made to ensure that the average time interval between the date of receipt of the original literature

and publication of the abstracts will not exceed eight months this time interval is near to that achieved

by monthly abstracting journals compared to which our system of accumu lating abstracts for about six

months offers the advantage of greater convenience for the user volume 32 contains literature

published in 1982 and received before february 11 1983 some older literature which was received late



and which is not recorded in earlier volumes is also included we acknowledge with thanks

contributions to this volume by dr j bou a prague who surveyed journals and publications in czech and

supplied us with abstracts in english

Literature 1984, Part 1 2013-11-11 the book is a collection of high quality research papers presented

at intelligent communication technologies and virtual mobile networks icicv 2023 held at francis xavier

engineering college tirunelveli tamil nadu india during february 16 17 2023 the book shares knowledge

and results in theory methodology and applications of communication technology and mobile networks

the book covers innovative and cutting edge work of researchers developers and practitioners from

academia and industry working in the area of computer networks network protocols and wireless

networks data communication technologies and network security

Literature 1991, Part 2 2013-06-29 this book highlights the recent research on soft computing pattern

recognition nature inspired computing and their various practical applications it presents 69 selected

papers from the 14th international conference on soft computing and pattern recognition socpar 2022

and 19 papers from the 14th world congress on nature and biologically inspired computing nabic 2022

which was held online from december 14 to 16 2022 a premier conference in the field of soft

computing artificial intelligence and machine learning applications socpar nabic 2022 brought together

researchers engineers and practitioners whose work involves intelligent systems network security and

their applications in industry including contributions by authors from over 25 countries the book offers a

valuable reference guide for all researchers students and practitioners in the fields of computer science

and engineering

The Reference Catalogue of Current Literature 1894 this book compiles and presents a synopsis on

current global research efforts to push forward the state of the art in dialogue technologies including

advances to the classical problems of dialogue management language generation question answering

human robot interaction chatbots design and evaluation as well as topics related to the human nature

of the conversational phenomena such as humour social context specific applications for e health

understanding and awareness

Computer Vision – ACCV 2020 2021-02-24 this book examines recent developments in operations

management and focuses on four major application areas dynamic pricing assortment optimization

supply chain and inventory management and healthcare operations data driven optimization in which

real time input of data is being used to simultaneously learn the true underlying model of a system and

optimize its performance is becoming increasingly important in the last few years especially with the



rise of big data

Literature 1972, Part 1 2013-11-11 the phenomenon of celebrity burst upon the world scene about a

century ago as movies and modern media brought exceptional larger than life personalities before the

masses during the same era modernist authors were creating works that defined high culture in our

society and set aesthetics apart from the middle and low brow culture in which celebrity supposedly

resides to challenge this ingrained dichotomy between modernism and celebrity jonathan goldman

offers a provocative new reading of early twentieth century culture and the formal experiments that

constitute modernist literature s unmistakable legacy he argues that the literary innovations of the

modernists are indeed best understood as a participant in the popular phenomenon of celebrity

presenting a persuasive argument as well as a chronicle of modernism s and celebrity s shared history

modernism is the literature of celebrity begins by unraveling the uncanny syncretism between oscar

wilde s writings and his public life goldman explains that wilde in shaping his instantly identifiable

public image provided a model for both literary and celebrity cultures in the decades that followed in

subsequent chapters goldman traces this lineage through two luminaries of the modernist canon james

joyce and gertrude stein before turning to the cinema of mega star charlie chaplin he investigates how

celebrity and modernism intertwine in the work of two less obvious modernist subjects jean rhys and

john dos passos turning previous criticism on its head goldman demonstrates that the authorial self

fashioning particular to modernism and generated by modernist technique helps create celebrity as we

now know it

Literature 1982, Part 2 2013-11-09 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts is devoted to the recording

summarizing and indexing of astronomical publications throughout the world two volumes are

scheduled to appear per year volume 67 records 10 903 papers covering besides the classical fields of

astronomy and astrophysics such matters as space flights related to astronomy lunar and planetary

probes and satellites meteorites and interplanetary matter x rays and cosmic rays quasars and pulsars

the abstracts are classified under more than one hundred subject categories thus permitting quick

surveying of the bulk of material published on the same topic within six months for instance this

volume records 119 papers on minor planets 155 papers on supernovae and 554 papers on

cosmology

Literature 1984, Part 2 2013-04-17 this thoroughly revised and expanded new edition now includes a

more detailed treatment of the em algorithm a description of an efficient approximate viterbi training

procedure a theoretical derivation of the perplexity measure and coverage of multi pass decoding



based on n best search supporting the discussion of the theoretical foundations of markov modeling

special emphasis is also placed on practical algorithmic solutions features introduces the formal

framework for markov models covers the robust handling of probability quantities presents methods for

the configuration of hidden markov models for specific application areas describes important methods

for efficient processing of markov models and the adaptation of the models to different tasks examines

algorithms for searching within the complex solution spaces that result from the joint application of

markov chain and hidden markov models reviews key applications of markov models

Intelligent Communication Technologies and Virtual Mobile Networks 2023-06-01 astronomy and

astrophysics abstracts aims to present a comprehensive documen tation of the literature concerning all

aspects of astronomy astrophysics and their border fields it is devoted to the recording summarizing

and indexing of the relevant publications throughout the world astronomy and astrophysics abstracts is

prepared by a special department of the astronomisches rechen institut under the auspices of the

international astronomical union volume 43 records literature published in 1987 and received before

august 15 1987 some older documents which we received late and which are not surveyed in earlier

volumes are included too we acknowledge with thanks contributions of our colleagues all over the

world we also express our gratitude to all organiza tions observatories and publishers which provide us

with complimentary copies of their publications starting with volume 33 all the recording correction and

data processing work was done by means of computers the recording was done by our technical staff

members ms helga ballmann ms beate gobel ms monika kohl ms sylvia matyssek ms doris schmitz

braunstein ms utta barbara stegemann mr jochen heidt and mr kristopher polzine supported our task

by careful proof reading it is a pleasure to thank them all for their encouragement heidelberg october

1987 the editors contents introduction 1 concordance relation phys aaa 3 abbreviations 5 periodicals

proceedings books activities 001 periodicals 10 002 bibliographical publications documentation

catalogues data bases 50 003 books

Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Soft Computing and Pattern Recognition

(SoCPaR 2022) 2023-03-27 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts which has appeared in semi

annual volumes since 1969 is de voted to the recording summarizing and indexing of astronomical

publications throughout the world it is prepared under the auspices of the international astronomical

union according to a resolution adopted at the 14th general assembly in 1970 astronomy and

astrophysics abstracts aims to present a comprehensive documentation of literature in all fields of

astronomy and astrophysics every effort will be made to ensure that the average time interval between



the date of receipt of the original literature and publication of the abstracts will not exceed eight

months this time interval is near to that achieved by monthly abstracting journals com pared to which

our system of accumulating abstracts for about six months offers the advantage of greater

convenience for the user volume 20 contains literature published in 1977 and received before february

20 1978 some older literature which was received late and which is not recorded in earlier volumes is

also included we acknowledge with thanks contributions to this volume by dr j bouska prague who

surveyed journals and publications in czech and supplied us with abstracts in english and by prof p

brosche bonn who supplied us with literature concerning some border fields of astronomy

Conversational Dialogue Systems for the Next Decade 2020-10-24 higher education hails asian

american students as model minorities who face no educational barriers given their purported cultural

values of hard work and political passivity described as over represented asian americans have been

overlooked in discussions about diversity however racial hostility continues to affect asian american

students and they have actively challenged their invisibility in minority student discussions this study

details the history of asian american student activism at the university of illinois urbana champaign as

students rejected the university s definition of minority student needs that relied on a model minority

myth measures of under representation and a black white racial model concepts that made them an

unseen unheard minority this activism led to the creation on campus of one of the largest asian

american studies programs and asian american cultural centers in the midwest their histories reveal

the limitations of understanding minority student needs solely along measures of under representation

and the realities of race for asian american college students

The Elements of Joint Learning and Optimization in Operations Management 2022-09-20 a new series

of bespoke full coverage resources developed for the 2015 gcse english qualifications written for the

2015 aqa gcse english literature specification this student book provides in depth support for studying

telling tales the aqa anthology of modern short stories with a dedicated unit for each short story this

resource builds students skills and confidence in understanding and writing about these exciting short

texts an exam preparation section includes practice questions example answers and a chart comparing

themes and ideas see also our short story anthology print and digital pack which comprises the print

student book the enhanced digital edition and a free teacher s resource

Modernism Is the Literature of Celebrity 2011-04-01 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts aims to

present a comprehensive documen tation of the literature concerning all aspects of astronomy

astrophysics and their border fields it is devoted to the recording summarizing and indexing of the



relevant publications throughout the world astronomy and astrophysics abstracts is prepared by a

special department of the astronomisches rechen institut under the auspices of the international

astronomical union volume 33 records literature published in 1983 and received before august 1 1983

some older documents which we received late and which are not surveyed in earlier volumes are

included too we acknowledge with thanks contributions of our colleagues all over the world we also

express our gratitude to all organizations observatories and publishers which provide us with

complimentary copies of their publications starting with volume 33 all the recording correction and data

processing work was done by means of computers the recording was done by our technical staff

members ms helga ballmann ms mona el choura ms monika kohl and ms sylvia matyssek mr martin

schlotelburg and mr ulrich uberall supported our task by careful proofreading it is a pleasure to thank

them all for their encouragement heidelberg september 1983 the editors contents introduction 1

concordance relation icsu ab aaa 3 abbreviations 10 periodicals proceedings books activities 001

periodicals 15 002 bibliographical publications documentation catalogues atlases 47 003 books 51 004

history of astronomy 58 005 biography 64 006 personal notes 65 007 obituaries

Literature 1997, Part 1 2013-11-11 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts appearing twice a year has

become oneof the fundamental publications in the fields of astronomy astrophysics andneighbouring

sciences it is the most important english language abstracting journal in the mentioned branches the

abstracts are classified under more than a hundred subject categories thus permitting a quick survey

of the whole extended material the aaa is a valuable and important publication for all students and

scientists working in the fields of astronomy and related sciences as such it represents a necessary

ingredient of any astronomical library all over the world

Lippincott's Magazine of Popular Literature and Science 1871 this book is an exploration of the

material conditions of the production of african literature drawing on the archives of heinemann s

african writers series it highlights the procedures relationships demands ideologies and

counterpressures engendered by the publication of three major authors chinua achebe wole soyinka

and ngugi wa thiongo as a study of the history and techniques of african literary texts this book

advances a theory of reciprocity of effects what it terms auto heteronomy to describe the dynamic of

formalist activism by which texts anticipate and shape the forces of literary production in advance it

serves as a departure from the death of the author thesis by reconsidering the role of the author in

african literature and culture industry as well as the influence of african publics on writers aesthetic

choices and on the overall processes of production this work is a major contribution to african literary



history literary criticism and book history

Markov Models for Pattern Recognition 2014-01-14 from the reviews astronomy and astrophysics

abstracts has appeared in semi annual volumes since 1969 and it has already become one of the

fundamental publications in the fields of astronomy astrophysics and neighbouring sciences it is the

most important english language abstracting journal in the mentioned branches the abstracts are

classified under more than a hundred subject categories thus permitting a quick survey of the whole

extended material the aaa is a valuable and important publication for all students and scientists

working in the fields of astronomy and related sciences as such it represents a necessary ingredient of

any astronomical library all over the world space science reviews 1 dividing the whole field plus related

subjects into 108 categories each work is numbered and most are accompanied by brief abstracts

fairly comprehensive cross referencing links relevant papers to more than one category and exhaustive

author and subject indices are to be found at the back making the catalogues easy to use the series

appears to be so complete in its coverage and always less than a year out of date that i shall certainly

have to make a little more space on those shelves for future volumes the observatory magazine 2

Literature 1987, Part 1 2013-11-11 rituals have always been a focus of ethnographies of melanesia

providing a ground for important theorizing in anthropology this is especially true of the male initiation

rituals that until recently were held in papua new guinea for the most part these rituals have been

understood as all male institutions intended to maintain and legitimate male domination women s

exclusion from the forest space where men conducted most such rites has been taken as a sign of

their exclusion from the entire ritual process women as unseen characters is the first book to examine

the role of females in papua new guinea male rituals and the first systematic treatment of this issue for

any part of the world in this volume leading melanesian scholars build on recent ethnographies that

show how female kin had roles in male rituals that had previously gone unseen female seclusion and

the enforcement of taboos were crucial elements of the ritual process forms of presence in their own

right contributors here provide detailed accounts of the different kinds of female presence in various

papua new guinea male rituals when these are restored to the picture the rituals can no longer be

interpreted merely as an institution for reproducing male domination but must also be understood as a

moment when the whole system of relations binding a male person to his kin is reorganized by dealing

with the participation of women a totally neglected dimension of male rituals is added to our

understanding

Privacy Technologies and Policy 2013-03-14 in the early nineteenth century london publishers



dominated the transatlantic book trade no one felt this more keenly than authors from ireland scotland

and the united states who struggled to establish their own national literary traditions while publishing in

the english metropolis authors such as maria edgeworth sydney owenson walter scott washington

irving and james fenimore cooper devised a range of strategies to transcend the national rivalries of

the literary field by writing prefaces and footnotes addressed to a foreign audience revising texts

specifically for london markets and celebrating national particularity provincial authors appealed to

english readers with idealistic stories of cross cultural communion from within the messy and uneven

marketplace for books joseph rezek argues provincial authors sought to exalt and purify literary

exchange in so doing they helped shape the romantic era belief that literature inhabits an autonomous

sphere in society london and the making of provincial literature tells an ambitious story about the

mutual entanglement of the history of books and the history of aesthetics in the first three decades of

the nineteenth century situated between local literary scenes and a distant cultural capital enterprising

provincial authors and publishers worked to maximize success in london and to burnish their

reputations and build their industry at home examining the production of books and the circulation of

material texts between london and the provincial centers of dublin edinburgh and philadelphia rezek

claims that the publishing vortex of london inspired a dynamic array of economic and aesthetic

practices that shaped an era in literary history

Literature 1977, Part 2 2021-12-10

An Unseen Unheard Minority 2013-11-11

Literature 1978, Part 1 2015-06-11

GCSE English Literature for AQA Short Story Anthology Student Book 2013-11-11

Literature 1983, Part 1 2013-11-11

Literature 1992, Part 1 2018-02-12

Remapping African Literature 2013-06-29

Literature 1988, Part 2 2013-03-26

Women as Unseen Characters 2013-04-17

Literature 1986, Part 1 1864

The London Review of Politics, Society, Literature, Art, & Science 2023-01-04

Convolutional neural networks and deep learning for crop improvement and production 2015-07-10

London and the Making of Provincial Literature
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